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Activities budget·signed as
·honoraria fees stay reduce~
.. The final Student Activities those affected ·to reinstate the
Committee (SAC) budget for cut prior to his final approval.
the 1977-7B year was approved
However, the budget was
late last week, following its signed with the cut, with the
signature by SCS Pres. provision, according to GraChirles Graham. .
ham, that the committee
Graham, wh? signed th e . consider restoring the levels in
budget followmg_ approval the fall. He said that finding
from
S~C , said tn . a the money to restore the cut
memorandum to the commit- did not seem to be a problem.
tee dated June 13, that he
..
·. h
" h
commended committee mem. T~~ mo~ey ~s t ere:
e
bers for what he believed to be ~aid. I don t t~tnk t~at s the
a very hard decision-making issue. What th_ei~ feeh~gs are
process.
on the ho~9rart~ issu~ ,is whft
"The committee did a very tht; .question will be.
careful job of dealin,g with the
Graham also discussed his
requests," Graham saitl this views on this item in his memo
week. ''They can be very to the c~mmittee.
proud of the - job they
''While I recognize that the
accomplished.''
experience gained in these
Graham noted only one positions is valuable in several
change in the budget as ways to the people chosen to
approved from SAC when he
finalized the financial figures.
University Tele-Video Services, which had asked for
$2,096.80 in their original
request were denied any
By BRIAN WILLIAMS
funding. Graham vetoed the· ,
Chronicle Staff Writer
decision by SAC and allocated
them $141.30 from the free
balance.
No sooner had Max Lerner
Another area that Graham completed the second of tl}ree
expressed concern over was Monday lectures than he could
the reductiQD. of all honoraria be seen pensively jotting down
positions. Included among notes for a newspaper column
these are Chronicle and ·he would phone into Los
KVSC-FM staff positions, Angeles that night.
Student Senate president and . While delving into such
topics as writing, values in
SAC chairperson.
Last spring, SAC voted for a education
and
American
25 per cent cut from the civilization from the lectern,
1976-77 honorarium positions. Lerner nevertheless found
Following that decision, Gra- tim..e Monday to put finishing
the
ham received input from touches on a column

hold them,'' it reads, ''1 also
fear that many · very able
students are prevented from
taking advantage of that
experience because of the
great time commitment and
low honorarium involved.
''I am also very concerned
about the impact of these
reductions on the quality of
these very important agencies
of student life.''
LuAnn Mordick, SAC chairperson, also expressed concern over the honoraria
problem.
"Since next year's committe e won 't officially start
meeting until the end of fall
quarter, I certainly hope hat
this issue can be resolv,ed
Continued on page 5

' Photo by Chriss Filzen

Max Lerner, renowned Journalist, takes a break from his speaking
engagements at SCS to complete work on his column which he later
telephoned to Los Angeles for publication. Lerner was featured as a
speaker during an all-college program. Kenneth Boulding, economist,
Is scheduled to visit today and tomorrow.

Journalist discusses many topics

l

rather searching topic of the
significance
of
President
Carter's reading tastes.
The hectic pace of his
two-day appearance ,at SCS
coupled with his writing
obli~ations might be expected
to phase a man 74 years of
age. However, Lerner observed in an
interview
Tuesday that his many roles in
the academic world ·compliment each other, and thus,
lessen the burden. A teachln

position on each coast and an
ambition to continue what has
been a steady stream of books
and articles of intellectual
breadth supplement his activity as lecturer and columnist.
Lerner's -appearance along
with a •similar two-day stint by
economist Kenneth Boulding
Thursday and Friday is seen
as a pilot project in using
University funds for major
lecturers by the idea' s
. originator, Lowell Gillett,
dean
of
graduate
and
continuing studies~· Gillett' s
proposal was consi:dered by
Vice President David, Johnson
and all college deans before
$5,000 out of the maintenance

and equipment budget (M. and
E) was finally earmarked for
the idea last spring.
When asked if summer
session with its limited
enrollment was an ideal time
to select for this, Gillett said
the nature of M and E monies
necessitated this arrangement. The amount of money in
this category varies during
the year, and for any to be
allocated toward a lecture
series, the go-ahead would not
be given until sometime
during spring quarter.
The deadline for spending it
1s July 1, so scheduling
options are limited. Gillett
Continued on page 2

Bulk mail permit used improperly;
SCS takes steps for prevention
By JOHN MIKES
Chronicle Staff Writer

Photo by Chriss Filzen

•

Improper use of the bulk mail permit assigned to SCS was
recently reported by the St. Cloud Post Office and steps are
being taken to prevent any further misuse of the permit,
according to C~is Kelley, assistant to the vice-president for
administrative affairs.
The apparent misuse was reported in a ietter from the St.
Cloud Postmaster dated May 12, Kelley said Monday. The
letter contained photo-copies of three letters that had the SCS
.bulk oermit stamoed on them.
The letter had attracted the attention of postal workers when
they had come through the post office distribution area singly.
SCS sends out letters in bundl~s of 200. One of the letters,
carrying the College of Business' return address, was
eventually opened and inspected.
· "The Dean gave us permission to open it since it had the
school's return add.r ess on it," Kelley said. "It appeared to be
a letter to a student's mother but we couldn't be sure it was a
student because of the way it was signed."
Identity of the writer could not be ascertained, she said.
Because continued abuse of the permit might result in its
younger from Minnesota, North and South Dakota·
revocation,
department heads have been asked to watch the
' Wisconsin and Canada participated In the tourney
that utlllzed courts throughout the city, lncludlng envelopes closely and to make sure that the people using them
are trustworthy, Kelley said.
the SCS Halenbeck courts.

Youth participate in tennis tourney
Richard Noble [foreground] ·and Kenny Rizer
Minneapolis Southwest Junior High, compete In ~
semifinal match ,:uesday during the St. Cloud
Invitational Tournament. Students 18_years old and
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KVSC has budget proble111S;
review produces $400 niore
By JUDY JUENGER
Chronicle Staff Wrlter

Photo by Chriss FIizen
During one of his Informal sessions Monday,
Journalist Max Lerner · Joined James Gott ·I 'l!I,
background, SCS English department chalr~ertO"n,

Journalist
Continued from page 1-

suggested summer is an ideal
time to obtain services of
many top lecturers since they
generally have more free time
than during the remainder of
the year.
•
The future of the concept
will hinge largely on the
success of this summer's
experiment,
according to
Gillett. If Lerner's Monday
evening lecture
is
any
precedent, the outlook is bleak
by any measurement.
"I was expecting 100-150
last night, '' exclaimed Jonathan Lawson, associate dean
of the college of liberal arts
and sciences, in an interview
Tuesday. Lawson introduced
Lerner to an audience which
the latter musingly referred to
as a "Gideon's band" of 25.
"It's especially disappointing to me," Gillett said in
reference to the turnout, "not
only in light of the money that
was spent, but in light of what
I consider to be the missed
opportunity that a great many
students and members of the
community had.''
Gillett and Lawson agreed
that a key factor was lack of
publicity in the St. Cloud Dally
Times. Lerner himself showed
some ire on this Q_oint. _
"There's a real question
here of press responsibility,''
he said.
Lerner prefaced a lecture to
an audience of mass communications workshop participants
with an observation regarding
.the relative turnout at his
various sessions.
"Each of the sessions that
I've been at that had to do
with functional groups has
been extremely well attended," he said. "People will
take part in lectures and
discussions when they have to
do with their immediate
functional , vocational interest,
but are less likey to do so if the
topic is more of general
interest." ·
·
A session in the educatior.
building Monday geared tc
teachers drew over 200 , quit«:
in contrast with that evening•~
paltry turnout when the topic
was more general: "America's Third Century." Lerner
said a book of the same namt
is in the works, but may not be

for a d!scusalon of various forms of writing. Lerner
also visited a mass communications workshop and
conducted a formal lecture.

published for several years . . a cult of quotas. On the other,
The springboard of the lecture the danger that having used
was the ~JUestion Lerner said all the rhetoric we'll just sit
he is often asked of whether back and do nothing else," he
he is an optimist or pessimist commented.
about America's future.
In an interview Tues.day,
"What do you think this is, Lerner flinched at the thought
Wall Street?" he said. "It's of retirement, as he plans to
not a question of whether I'm continue
his
career
of
bullish or bearish about stocks "civilization watching" to hb
over which I have no control. death.
When we're talking about a
"To retire is to die," he
society, the fate isn't to be said. "There's a problem with
found in the stars. It's in the the aged in this country today_.
oeoplt:, their willingness to act They want to get away from
collectively to shape the their jobs to presumably have
fut.1,1re.
.
,
more leisure time. For me, my
_T~eretore, I i:n !1eith~r an work and piay are deeply
opt~bislt _or Pesh~tmki~\ 1 ~ a interconnected and they are
posst e-1st: 1 t m 1t s gomg the essence of life.''
to be possible for us to act
Economist Kenneth Bouldtogether as a people. There ing will follow on the heels of
are, no blank check guarantees Lerner in the lecture series,
we 11 move forward, how- and will moderate eight
ever''
.
•
.· d m
. wt'th th"is ts
. an sessions Thursday and Friday.•
T1e
attitude toward history where
one asks not only "What
happened?" but also, "What
might have happened,'' according to Lerner. He used an
analogy of ''two
roads
diverged in the woods" to
describe a view of history in
which one analyzes alternative
routes a society had to choose
between in moving to the
future.
He comp'a red reality with
the Medusa Head of Greek
myth which could turn men
into stone. The ability to see
realitv without recoil:!?e as
enough in the presence of the
Medusa Head requires toughmindedness, which to Lerner
is more important than what
he termed ''political angle of
vision." He saw questions of
liberal/ conservative orientation as secondary.
··More and more I find
myself gettipg insight from
-people whose political vision is
not mine, but ' who are
attempting to see what the
realities are," he said.
Lerner concluded. that in
:spite of all the evidences of
decay in American society,
there is much innovativeness
a~d much hope. He capsulized '
the ✓ American spirit in one
word: access. In spite of 'tlie
fact people are born unequal, ·
America has afforded all an
equal chance and must
continue to do so, Lerner said.
· "There is the danger on one
side, that our passion for
equal access will develop into

Recent budget problems
experienced by KVSC-FM,
SCS campus radio station have
not yet been settled, according
to
Lory
"Ole"
Olson,
assistant general manager.
KVSC had requested line
item changes in their budget
which would transfer money
from repairs, postage and
telepjtone budget subcodes
into the equipment category,
Olson said. The line change
would affect the 1976- 77
budget as approved by the
Student Activities Committee
(SAC) and· SCS Pres Charles
Graham one year ~go. The
neccessary figure was approximately $700.
However when members of
SAC who have disbanded for
the summer recently conducted a phone vote, the
request was denied.

----.-'"""!"'-------,
Save this
paper for
recycling

When the matter was later
brought to the attention of
· Graham, Olson. reported that
he (Graham) did not understand why the transfer had not
g?ne, through · and that he
didn t _have e!1ough backgro~~d mform~tton to make a
de~.iston regardmg the matter.
, .We were preturbed_, so w_e
decided_ to go off the ~ir until
so!llethmg was done, Olson
said.
Olson repo~ed that G~a~a~, _represen~mg the admmistratlve
radio . personnel
requeste? the station go back
on the air Thursday after the
one-day shut down.
'.'We did it to safeguard the
ex1ste~~e of ~VSC for future
year~, he said ..
Cns Kelley, assistant to the
president,
reviewed
next
year's budget and found an
additional $400, bringing the
Continued on page 7

TOMLYANO'S
Monday
Spaghetti-All You

can eat
5-9:30

Tuesday
Italian Delight
(Spaghetti, Lasagna, Ravioli)
Wednesday
Pitcher of Beverage so~
With Pizza order
Open 4 p.m. daily

Lincoln Sfation
"Where Bluegrass Reigns and
Particular People Congregatli'

1

Appearing Friday ar.J Sa1urday In, The

The Underground

JERICHO
HARP
Just Back From Their National Tour New Album Soon To Be Released
Live Entertainment Every Fri, & Sat. nite - 9-1 ·
Serving Homemade ~ lb. Sa"ldwiches and SOliP Plus Beverage S2.00
26 Lincoin Ave. S.E.

253-6666
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5 workshop sessions to study elderly problems
Legal and consumer problems facing elderly persons
will be the focus at SCS for,
five workshop sessions June
30.
Free and open to the public,
the workshop is entitled
" Legal and Consumer Information for the Older .
American" and will be
conducted by five attorneys
and a member of the
Minnesota House of Representatives.
Registration for the workshop will be from 8:30-9 a.m.
in the Civic-Penney Room of
Atwood Center, followed by a

half-hour welcome and intro- Atwood Center.
''Do-It-Yourself-Probate' '
ductory session by Allen
Stensland, SCS assistant will be discussed by Rep. Neil
professor of interdisciplinary Haugerud (DFL-.Preston) in
the
Civic-Penney
Room.
studies.
The workshop's goals will Haugerud is the author of
be to explore new develop- "Do-It-Yourself Guide to
ments in senior citizen law, Minnesota Probate, ' ' pub,
examine government pro- lished in 1976.
"Domestic Problems, Famgrams, and allow participants
to exchange approaches to ily Law and Parent-Child
common problems, Stensland Relations" will be explored by
Robert Herr, an attorney 'from
said.
Workshop sessions will White Bear Lake. He'is former
operate concurrently from · head of the consumer division
9:30-10:45 a.m. and will be of the Minnesota Attorney
repeated from 10:45 a.m.-12 General's office and also has
noon and from 12:45-2 p.m. in directed the legal staff of the

1977-78 Student activities budget
Media

'

KVSC
Photo Lab

Chronicle
Wheatsprout
· 1,JTVS
TOTAL MEDIA

1978-77 Allocation

1977-78 Request

Final Allocation

·14,826.25
3,250.00
Revenue-1 ,000.00
4,250.00
8,700.00
Revenue-28, 700.00
37,169.00
0
0

19,669.85
3,841.50
/ 1,000.00
4,841,50
13,427.00
32,000.00
45,427.00
5,161 .85
2,096.80

10,795.00
3,258.75
1,000.00
4,258.75
8,581.00
32,000.00
40,581 .00
1,370.00
141.~Q
24,004.75
Revenue-33,000.00
57 ,004.75

63,985.50
22,800.00
86,785.50
45,694.25

44,500.00
19,200.00
63,700.00
38 ..500.00
83,000.00
Revenue-19,200.00
102,200.00

Minnesota Department of
Commerce.
Social Security's benefits
and appeal rights will be the
topic for a session led by. F.
Allen Hester, who directs the
s.enior advocates division for
Legal Assistance of Ramsey
County, Inc.
~state planning, wills and
guardianships will be dis:ussed by . Sister Patricia
Keefe, O.S.F., staff attorney
for the senior advocacy unit of
the Legal Aid Society of
Minneapolis.
Nursing homes, Medicare,
Medicaid, taxes and housing
will be considered by Joseph
Wokowicz, who directs legal

.

services for Minneapolis Age
and Opportunity Center.
The workshop will <;pnclude
at 3 p.m., follovying an hour of
general discussion ~ith all
participants.
The conference has been
financed by a grant from the
Governor's Citizens Council of
.Aging. Other sponsors are the
Tri-Regional Area Agency on
Aging, the department of
interdisciplinary studies and
the office of extension and
community education at SCS.
More information may be
obtained from Stensland in
room 226, Stewart Hall, SCS,
or by calling 612-255-2248.

IOMINUIES
OFYOURTIME
COULDSAVE ·

AFRIEND'S UFE.

Major Programming
Major Events Council

66,093.00
Revenue-19,000 .00
85,093.00
45,678.83

~BOG
rTOTAL PROGRAMMING

Student Government
and S~- - ·
Student Senate
Student Ombudsman Service
SLAC
SES
Minority Culture Center
Cheerleaders
Aero Club
lnt ' I Student Association
TOTAL STUDENT
GOVERNMENT AND. SERVICES

5,412.40
812.25
11,9,32.90
. 1,550.93
3,409.00
795.00
0

5,819.00
854.00
18,537.59
3,554.00
4,590.00
745 .00
3,923.31
485.00

0

In the ti me it ta kes to d ri ve
your fr iend ho me. you rnuld sa ve
his life.
If your fri..:nu·s bt.·cn Jrinking
too much. he sho uld n't Ix· drivi ng .
The autom,ihilt: .:rdsh is the
number on,: cause of d7ath of
peuple your ajl,c. And the ironic
thing is tha t the dr un k d rivers

responsi bl-e fork ill ing young people
are most dien other young peopl e.
r.ike kn minutes Ur twenty.
Or an hour. l)rivc vuur friend
·
horr,c rl1a1 ·~ ail. If y,iu can·t Jo
that. .:all d cdP. t lr k•t him slt:ep 0n
your <.:,>uch .
We're 1101 askin)4 yuu to be
a dodor or .i cop. )us1 d friend.

5,348.00
607.00
14,117.00
1,564.08
1,160.00
739.00
2,310.00
(Frozen) 500.00
25,185.08

Co-Currlcnlar
Winter Economic Institute
Opera
Music Department (Opera)
Klehle Art Gallery
Theatre

Forensics
Reader ' s Theatre
Folkdancers
TOTAL

3,500 .00
2:724.65

3.500.00
(Inc. In Music)

2,800.00
1,224.65
Revenue-1,500 .00
2,724.65
13,532.00
3,963.00
14,210.00
Revenue-3 ,500.00
17,710.00

15,717.00
5,138.00
17,630.00

22,730.00
5,330.00
17,710:00

'4,138.85
(Inc. Reader' s Theatre)
(inc. Forensics)
1,165.00

5,875.00

4,203.00

3,559.80
1,780.00

2,527 .00
1 ,675.00
44,134.65
Revenue-5,000.00
49,134 .65

Fish & Mo re is Long J o h n
Silver's big. co mple te
seafood mea l at a new. strip ped
down price.
You get two
of our fa m ous
fis h fillets. a
heaping serving
of Silver's S law,
a stack of fryes.
and two delicious
hushpuppies.

Athletics
tl('len ' s Ath letics

39,189.70

Women ' s Athletics
Recreational Sports
TOTAL ATHLETICS

29,616.00
16,885.70

57,658.00
Revenue-3 ,200.00
60,858.00
45,016.00
33,169.47

Student Activities
Administration
SAC Refund Account
SAC Depreciation Account
Staff Benefits
Free Balance (77-78)
President Reserve
TOTAL STUDENT ACTIVITIES
TOTAL EXP6NDITURES
INCOME:

)

- -

.

22,731 .55
4,000.00
2,000.00
500.00
2, 123.00
20,000.00

Estimated ~ecelpts
balance Forward
President Reserve
Chronicle
Major Events Cou ncil
Co-Curricular
Athletics
Interest Income .
TOTAL INCOME

48,361 .20
4,500.00
2;00.00
500.00
22,000.00
20,000.00

.

47,494.00
3,200.00
50,694 .00
40,980.00
30,169.47
127,843.47
Reven ue-3, 200. 00
131 ,043.47
32,690.75
4,500.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
70,332.05
434 .900 .00

You won 't fi n d
re of a seafood meal for less.
So come on in, for Fish & More.

------------------~

. $1.49

Buy a Fish & More Dinner at the regular price of $1.49 and
get a second Fish & More Dinner free .
Good only at:

318,000.00
33 ,500.00
20,000.00
32,,000.00
19,200.00
5,000.00
3,200.00
4,000.00

3210

-

t

w..t

Dlvl1lon StrNt

Offer expires in·30 days

Off"q;;;g"~ '§iver~~ - - - - - - - - s E A F o o o SHOPPES

------------------------

434,900.00
..

,..,..

'I
I
I

I
I
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,'he O'lronlcl• ena,urllQN reeder• to voice their
opinion• through lettera to the editor, regardl- of
point of view. Lettera muat be typed, doublHpeced
N conteln IOme
of Identification. l.ettera WIii be
verified, 10 11n eddrNI and telephone number 11
helpful. Anonymoua lett,.-1 wlll not be printed,
elthough NIITIN may be wlthheld In oerteln - - No
form letter wlll be pubelllhed. The O'lronlce r ~ •
the right to edit lengthy lett••· All letters, once turned
In to the O'lronlce become the O'lronlcle"• property and
'11!111 not be returned .

letters

mrt

tQ the editor:

)

--- · -----...
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Raise in activity fee needed
to keep programs alive, well

Chad Polesak, 10, St Cloud

The St. Cloud State University Chronicle Is written and edited by students of St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN, and Is published twice each week during the academic
year and weekly during the summer, except for final exam periods and vacations.
Opinions expressed In the Chronicle do not necessarily reflect those of the students,
faculty or administration of St. Cloud State University.
,
Letters to the editor and guest essays are an attempt to provide address for readers to
the media. They may be dropped off at 136 Atwood Center or malled to Atwood Center,
St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Questions may be answered by calling
255-2449 or 255-2164.
,
Non-student subscription rates for the Chronicle are $1.50 per quarter. Students who
have paid their activity fee and are leaving to Intern or student teach may have the
Chronicle malled to them free of charge by notifying the Chronicle business office In 136
Atwood. Second class postage paid In St. Cloud, MN . 563~1.
Editor
Chief Photographer

Mary Roberts

Business Manager

Bob Stevenson

Chriss FIizen

Adviser

·Final approval of the 1977-78 Student Activities budget
-became a reality this week following the signature of Pr~s.
Charles Graham.
As Graham stated in a memorandum to members of the
Student Activities Committee (SAC), each should be
commended for dedicating the seemingly endless hours
most take for granted in the production of a budget package.
LuAnn Mordick, chairperson of the committee, should be
given special recognition for leading the group to producing
the final product.
However, Mordick, as well as others connected with the
budget-making process, groan when they think about the
trauma of what next year's budget might look like.
Because SCS has always charged students the minimum
cost in state university activity fees, many programs have
already had to survive with no funding at all or poor
allocations.
This is a situation that an no longer prevail.
Cuts such as the 25 per cent decrease in honorarium
positions for the Chronicle, KVSC-FM, Student Senate and
SAC are particularly intolerable and some alternative to the
situation must be sought to resolve the problem yet this
summer.
Programs and students are suffering because of cuts
similar to these and it is strongly suggested that the Student
Senate and SAC join forces and increase the fee for the
1978-79 budget. Because of recent tuition increases, this wi11
place additional burden on the students. However, based on
the old saying, ''You get what you pay for,'' there seems to
be no other alternative.
SCS is a growing university and to see--programs go with
no · funding or minimal allocations would also seem to
discourage prospective students from enrolling.
When Mordick says the picture looks dark for next year,
she knows what she's talking about. A ~olution to the
P.toblem must be found and increased fee costs seem to be
_the only answer.

Fran Voelker

Reporters
Fall Advertising
Salespersons_· Production Workers
Accountant
.Cartoonist

Summer
l

•

~pp!ications available in 136 Atwood

.
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tecture sch~uled

.

Loch Ness monster fascinating to student
Studying unknown crea- question and answer session absence right now, but I'm
tures and ideas has always is planned.
still keeping busy with it."
been a fascination for SCS
"I've always been fasciKu.bovec is in the process of
student Jay 'Kubovec ancl he nated with monsters and other finishing a thesis on the ·
will share his knowledge and unexplained things and enjoy ·Bigfoot creature and he says
viewpoints in this area at a · talking about them with he hopes to have it finished by
lecture June 30.
others," he said this week.
the end of the summer. In it,
Kubovec, an SCS marketing
Kubovec, · who has done he explains his philosophies
student, has studied such extensive study on various about the being which he
creatures as the Loch Ness creatures for the past five admits is his favorite to study.
monster, Bigfoot, Devil's years, is a member of the
"I do believe that Bigfoot
Triangle and Unidentified International EartQ Research exists and that it is not
Flying Objects. His primary Corporation, based in Seattle, necessarily a dangerous creafocus of his upcoming lecture Wash.
ture. It eats mainly leaves and
scheduled for 3:30 p.m. in the
"My primary responsibility grasses and in the wintertime,
Atwood Center Theatre, will is to go out and find supplies it enjoys fish," he said. "It's
be on the Loch Ness monster. for later expeditions," he lcind of interesting because,
Following the lecture, a said. "I'm on a type of leave of based on research, it hai,
been found that it also likes to
eat the more human-like junk
food, such as candy bars or
Fritos."
Referring to the Loch Ness
creature that Kubovec will
discuss during his lecture, he
discussed the Loch Ness
Investigation Bureau, which
:spends four months each year
searching for the water
creature. He specified that
each member of the bureau
receives $40,000 each year
until they find the monster or
prove that ·one does not exist.
"I'm not sure how good a
program it really is," Kubovec
said. "If I were making
$40,000 for four months work,
I'm not sure I'd publicly admit
that one did or did not exist
either."·
Kubovec and his corporation, which has been in
existence for over two years,
are planning a future study in
the areas of the Devil's
Triangle and Unidentified
Flying Objects, and he
maintains that in a short time,
the U:S. government will
openly admit that . they do
exist.
"Particularly
with
the
UFOs, the government knows
they exist," he said. "They
have recently opened their
files
on it to us and I would
hoto by Chriss FIizen
guess
that within a year, they
Jay Kubovec, local authority on such unknown creatures as the Loch
ti_ess monster, Bigfoot and Unidentified Flying Objects, wlll be will announce it to the
featured as a lecturer June 30 In Atwood Center. Kubovec has studied public.' '
Following one last expeditfte being for several years and will reveal his findings at the scheduled
meeting.

SAC budget
Continued from page 1

immediately, yet this summer," she said.
Mordick · reported that she
was planning to contact
committee members this week
to encourage a decision on tpe
matter.
In discussing the final
budget, Mordick said that she
was basically pleased with the
result. However, she raised
concerns over next year's
budget-making process.
"I really see a dark picture
for next year," she said.·
"Unless the activity fee is
raised, we're going to have
some real problems."
She suggested that the
Student Senate sponsor a
mass referendum for the
students to provide informaation about which areas they
want funded with the fee and
how they feel about a possible
increase in cost.
"With · tuition increasing
during the next two years, it
will hit hard, but we either
have to get the money or many
programs will have to be cu_t

from the next budget,' ' she will finance the two salaries.
said.
''We certainly hope that
Mordick also expressed they will, but I wouldn't count
concern because after the new on it," she said. "_They are
budget is over, SAC will no both very important positions
longer finance the salaries for and unless the administration
the Student Legal Assistance picks them up, there will be
Center lawyer or the recrea- even more problems; we're in
tional director. A presidential for a rough year.'' task force will be used during
The final. budget; as signed
the next year, according - to by Graham, appears elseMordick,
to
determine where in today's edition of the
whether the administration Chmnlcle.

tion to study ,the Bigfoot
creature, the corporation will
move on to study some of
these · other unknown beings.
Kubovec said the majority of
the 16 people that belong to
the corporation are from the
west coast states, which
makes things more difficult for
him in Minnesota. He has,
however, managed to travel
there to participate in some of
the expeditions that have
provided him with information
for his thesis and lectures.

film series set
The SCS summer film ·
series,
featuring - various
young people' s pro4uctions , is
1.1.·11 uld w.1~ d hot1lt,,l·f'~
scheduled for Atwood Center
h,u-.
Theatre during the next
dt'11yh1h~ lm\t tu ....
several weeks.
· ~wnt.•rou,
1
drmk, .md
,,,,tw n •
Sponsored by Atwood Board
from 11 lltl ., m
of Governors and the all
OUR USUAL GREAT
ENTERTAINMENT
student program board, the
films will be presented each
THI WEEK . ..
Tuesday a.t 6 p.m. throughout
Helios
Fri. Sal Nile
the summer.
Included among the proMovies Tues. & Thurs.
ductions are classic childr.~~!
and family films, according to
Pat Krueger, program director.
Included among the scheduled films to be shown are
June 28-"Wonderful World of
Brothers Grimm;" July 5"National
Velvet ;"
July
12-"Paint Your Wagon;" July
19-"Willie Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory; "
July
open 11 a .m . for lunch
26.:"Black Beauty;" Aug.
r1fth a nd .S t Germain . Downi-tair:2-' 'Adventures of Huckleberry
St Cloud . MN
Finn;" Aug. 9-"Oliver;" and
Aug. 16-"Treasure Island."
r::::.::::=---=--===~
IIA'O

rand
rnante
aloon

S

8/.restaurant

Quiz Number 2
Match Column AWith Column B
ESPRESSO

MALL GERMAIN at EIGHTH

A. About 1 /3 espresso, 2/3 hot milk,
garnished with cocoa. May be drunk
hot or Iced.

B. Espresso coffee with
cream.
C. About 1 /3 eapreaao, 1 /3 hot
chocolate, 1 /3 steamed milk.

D. About 1 /3 eapreaao, 1 /3 hot milk,
topped with 1 /3 foam, garnished
with cocoa.

CAFE MOCHA

,

..
,1111~

CAFE LATTE

,

Recycle this
Chronicle

Tuesday night

CAPPUCCINO

NATIONAL BANK

Kubovec says he is looking
forward to his upcoming
lecture, which is being
sponsored by Atwood Board of
Governors and the summer
program board.
'' Almost everyone loves
unexplained things,'' he said.
''They enjoy listening and I
like telling about it.''

E. Eapreaao served with a twist of
lemon.

F

A demitasse of coffee brewed In a
unique manner In which hot water la
forced under pressure through
tightly_ pack coffee, one cup at a
time.

With a perfect score tOc off on
coffee of your choice at All
Eclectic Kitcher•.
[Otter

good through June 31]
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'The Front Page' opens
L'Homme Dieu season
By JANEY GOHL
Chronicle Arts Writer

SCS theatre instructor
opens play in New York ·
By JANICE DETTY

and decided he had been
wrong. He was delighted
over the course of years that
A play, ''Waiting for the _ md.ny stµdents had prove~ })is
Bus" written by SCS faculty rash judgements wron2.
member, Dr. Ramon Delgado,
There is a moral to the
be2an its New York premier story, Delgado said.
on Off-off Broadway, June 8.
"Don't give up," he
This has been a banner year stressed, ''Because it took
for Delgado. In February about 20 years from the time it
another of his plays, "Once was · written until it was
Below a Lighthouse," was ·produced Off-off Broadway."
performed in New York, also
"Waiting for the Bus" has
Off-off Broaaway, . at the always had problems getting
Gilnes Theatre.
off the ground, according to
"I have a friend who is Delgado.
psychic," Delgado recently
Just this year when Dr.
said. "He told me that either Eelin Stewart-Harrison con1976 or 1977 wollld be a good tacted Delgado about producyear for me. I don't know if his ing one of his- plays she told
prediction had anything to do him she was not enthusiastic
with it or if it was a about doing ''Waiting for the
self-fulfilling prophecy or if it Bus" and asked him to send
just happened that way,'' her some of his other plays for
Delgado said.
her consideration.
However it happened does
Delgado sent her those
not alter the interesting plays and they were returned
history of ''Waiting for the to him because of improper
Bus."
address.
It first achieved national
''Then I found out a week
recognition in 1959, when it later that she had already cast
won first place in a national for "Waiting for the Bus" and
playwriting contest sponsored didn't need the other plays
by Theta Alpha Phi, a ,national anyway,'' he said. ''I got a
dramatic fraternity.
postcard from her last week
''I wrote this play during saying she was very enthusithe summer of my junior year astic, and wanted to do it
in college,'' Delgado said. immediately using a senior
''That fall I showed it to one of citizen cast.''
my instructors. He read it,
"It's a play that grows on
then gave it back to me with you," Delgado speculated. "I
a cryptic note that said, 'This usually get anywhere from 40
is not a play. Where are your to 70 high school and
notes from my playwriting community theatre producclass?'
tion requests a year. It appeals
"The next spring, that play to a vast range of age
went on to win a national groups," he added.
contest. Ten years later the
Delgado, 39, came from
play was published by what he terms as a "very
Bantam Books in 'Ten Great conservative Southern Baptist
One Act Plays,' so I sent my background"
in
Winter
old instructor a copy. At that Haven, Florida. His experpoint my instructor reread it iences there and experiences
Chronicle Arts Writer

in his teaching career have
given him very definite ideas
concerning "how-to" write
plays.
_
"Determining the factors,"
l>elgado said, ''that stimulate
the writer to invest the
n~ccessary time and effort
necessary to produce is a
pretty difficult thing to
anaylze.''
Delgado has several file
folders full of ideas that at one
time or another he felt were
worthwhile enough to pursue
as possibilities for play ideas.
Any of them could be
worthwhile ideas for plays, he
said, but, "Some of them
may be dated. They may also
be so topical or timely that one
to five years from now they
may not be terribly relevant to
an audience.''
"There are always some
things happening that are
worth writing about," Delgado said. ''The trouble with
writing for the live theater is
that it can take a tremendous
amount of time from the initial
idea until the time the play is
produced."
Interested in both acting
and writing in addition to his
teaching career, Delgado feels
that he would not leave his
teaching· career for a writing
career.
"I've taught acting fQt
nine years," DelgadQ said. "I
like to act every couple ot
years because I usually have
to teach directing classes and I
think a director ought to have
an occassional experience with
acting so that he doesn't
forget what processes 'go on in
the mind of an actor.''
With his busy ·schedule
Delgado finds time to write
only in the summer.

show will be casting all the
roles," he said.
Auditions by the student
company and community
people for the minor roles are
taking place this week.
Students who are not cast will
assist in supervision, construction of · sfage sets,
costumes and will also work
with the tethnical aspects of
the productions.
The members of the student
company are all from SCS this·
year. They inclucfe Lori
Anderson, Merrilee Benda,
Robert Foster, Marc French,
Peggy Galarneault, Douglas
Grab, Cindy Quilling, Karen
Swanson and Christine Walberg.
Tickets for the show which
begins at 8:30 p.m., must be
reserved at the theatre ticket
office
by
calling
(612)
846-3150.

Ben Hecht and 'Charles
MacArthur's
''The Front
Page" will spin off the 1977
season at Theatre L'Homme
Dieu, Alexandria on June 29
through July 3.
Set in a news room, the
comedy combines a jailbreak,
policemen running and shootting and the escapee secretly
being held as hostag~ until the
"scoop" can be reported to
the managing editor.
Cast in the first production
will be Twin City professional
David Kwiat as Walter Bums,
Wisconsinite Abraham Gordon as Bensinger,
and
Alexahdria's Mark Sieve as
Hildy Johnson. Tessa Bridel
will be featured as Mollie
Malley, and Guthrie Bush
Fellowship actress Marilyn
Miller will play Mrs. Grant.
Frank Caltabiano, professional actor and assistant
professor of theatre at SCS,
will direct
he opening
production.
Used tires $5.00 and op
The professional performers
Retreads
S19 all sizes
arrived in Alexandria last
Tuesday, according to Cal- All Major Brands ,Low Prices
tabiano. The cast of "The
Michelin Tires
Front Page" have a distinct
advantage over casts of later
All Sizes 2S % off
suggested retail price
productions. he said because
they have the opportunity to
rehearse on stage in the
Electronic Spin Balance
evenings, just as they will
$3.00 per wheel
perform the first show of the
ellmlnates vibration
summer season.
problems..,
weights
'' A lack of rehearsal time is
Included.
always a problem with stock
FREE Mounting on all
productions," said Caltastand ::-d wheels
biano.
Tire Shoppe Ltd.
Coupled with a lack of time,
the intense amount of energy
349 2nd Ave. NE
demanded
makes
stock
Waite Park, MN
theatre more difficult for some one block east of Plywood
actors and actresses, said Minnesota off 3rd Street NE
Caltabiano. ''The biggest
difficulty with the opening L - - - - - -- _ _ __.

NEED TIRES?!

~

MOVING SALE

,

>

E-Z WOOD &-WATER BEDS
Is Moving to Their New Location-5th Ave. So. [Old
Team Electronics Bldg.] and We Need Your Help To
Liquidate Our Stocki

Continued on page 8

SAVE 25% to 50%

'

Save On Unfinished Furniture • Pottery
Leather Goods - Paintings - Haurachie Sandles
Mexican Imports
.

.

Water Beds and Accessories
Executive Style, was $425 •••••••••••••••••••• Now $369

-

.

Rivi•~• Style, was $365 •••••••••••••••••••••••• Now $319
Exodus Style, was $347 •••••••••••••••••••••••• Now $299
All Beds Complete with Frame,
Headboard, Pedlstal, Ralls Mattress, Liner and Heater.

-

E-Z Wood & Water Beds
Photo by Chriss Filzen
Dlscuaalng his Off-off Broadway production which
was recently presented In New York City, Ramon
Delgado, assistant professor of theatre at SCS,
explains that the play, "WalUng for the Bus,•~ took

many years to eventually become succe11ful.
Delgado directed another of his original plays, "A
Little Holy Water," at SCS last fall.

618 So. Division St. 251-4740
Open IVlon. & Fri. til 9; Dally 9:30 to 5:30
...

ll-

•res
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All Chronicle cla11lfled ad•
vertlslng must be paid In
advance. Ads may be placed over
the telephone, but wlU ·not be run
untll payment Is received. The
rates for cla11lfled adver.tlslng Is
25 cents per five word llne per
Insertion paid In advance. The
summer deadline for cla11lfled
advertising Is Tuesday noon ·

IWOMEN'S

TYPING PAPERS of all kinds.
252-2166.
GOING TO
BE
a
bride?
Bridesmaid? Need a new and
different dress? For personalized
sewing and embroidery, call
Ginny . 251-7730.
·
LOST: MEN'S BIFOCALS glas•
ses. Bluish grey frame, near
Klein Oldsmobile or Perkins Reward. 251-3495.

. Persona.ls

Housirag ·1

housing to share 10; .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

summer and fall. 927 5th A Ve. S.
252-4944 .
LUXURY
SUMMER
singles
$68.00 doubles $53.00 per month,
utilities paid. Next to campus,
laundry, etc. Call 253-5028 or
John Mason 255-2220 and leave
message.
SMALL
LUXURY
basement
apartment $180 per month, all
utilities paid, next to campus,
laurtSlry, etc. Call 253-5028 or
John Mason 255-2220.
NOW RENTING for Fall '77.
Shared ·facllltles for women, next
to campus. Furnished with all
utilities 388 3rd Ave. So. Call
253-1462 after 4:30.
SUMMER AND FALL, shared
facllltles for women. Furnished
and unfurnished, summer rates,
air conditioning, laundry, parkIng, next to campus. 251-3287.
ROOMS FOR MALE students
now renting for next year and
summer sessions. Shared facillties, furnished, utllltles paid.
Inquire at 626 6th Ave. S. or
252-9226.
SINGLE ROOMS close to campus
and downtown. $50.00 up. Also
rooms for Fall 253-7322.
SUMMER INDIVIDUAL rooms
for men. $50.00/mth. Includes
kitchen, llvlng room, parking.
One block from campu~. Utilities
paid. 253-4531 .
FALL: Rooms for men. $60.00 per
month plus utilities, lnltudes
kitchen, living-room, parking.
One
block
from
campus .
253-4531.
QUIET MALE to share large
three-bedroom apartment with
two
others.
$100
Includes
ut II It les. 252-2827.

"INTERESTED IN low cost Jet
travel to Europe and Israel?
Student Travel Center can help
you
travel
with
maximum
flexibility and minimum cost. For
more
info.
call
toll
free

Employrnent
MUSICIAN WANTED: Call Rita.
252-4149.

Wanted
WILL DO any typing. 252-8398.

Atteni:on
WILL DO TYPING. Can pick up
and deliver. 252-0835.

FORMER CHRONICLE EDITOR
makes good in the North Country!
But finds that only true love can
make him happy. Congratulations
John and Beito! M .F. & M.A.
GRANDPA MOOSE- bite the
head--Cousin Moose.
GLENN-Still like eating pizzas?
Blue Tennies.
BLUE TENNIES is pregnant
again . THIS TIME IT'S FOR
REAL. J.B.
GAIL? If you ar~ worlsing, where
are you working? Blue Tennies.
UNCLE DAN- How Is life in West
Salem? Do you need a punch in
the tummy? Blue Tennies.

through Fridays and 6-8 p.m .
Tuesday and Thursday. There
•
•v
are discount prices Tuesday and
---------:...---Lutheran Communion Services, Thursday evening.
sponsored by the Lutheran
The Atwood Rental Center,
Campus Ministry, are scheduled
backpacks,
for each Sunday evening at 6 p.m. featuring canoes,
throughout
the summer
at tents and stoves available for
student or group use, Is open
Newman Center.
from 10-11 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 6-8
..._ _ _ _ _ _ _....;...;...;;.;;...,. o.m. Tuesday and Thursday.
The Learning Resource Center
will be closed all day Saturday
and Sunday, July 2 and 3. It will
be open Monday, July 4 from 2-10
p.m.
Continued from· page 2

I

M"1sce11a
· neous .

All students who are planning
to be graduated at the end of
summer quarter should submit
their application for graduation to
the Office of Admissions and
Records no later than Monday,
•lunA 27.

Recreation

\

Atwood Recreation Center iS
open during first summer session
from 8 a.m.-3 P,.m., Mondays

_

Jobs

-------------■
The_ff)llowlng jobs are available
through the Student Employment
Service (SES) this week:
Tire Repair Person, working on
tires and wheels from large
trucks, 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m . M-F.
2.35/hr.
.
•
Sales, 3 jobs available, 1 selling
display products to retailers, 1
selling advertising, 1 selling
Insurance plans. See SES for
more Information .
Part-time work on a turkey
hatchery,
wages
negotiable,
every other weekend.
Office work part time outside of
St. Cloud several jobs available.

If you are Interested In any of
these openings stop by SES
located In Administrative Services · Building
Room
101
Mon-Thur.
11-4,
Fri.
2-4.
Volunteers are also needed to
help us get more jobs.

The "hrNWast ~
experts"
118 Sixth Avenue South

wnter-perfonner
Electronic music will be the
focus of a workshop June 29,
conducted by Willard Van De
Bogart,
electroniG!
music
composer and performer.
The workshop, sponsored
by the Atwood Board of
Governors, is scheduled for
1:30 in the Atwood Center
Theatre.
Van
De
Bogart,
an
instructor at the San Francisco
Art Institute, has been
featured at various exhibitions
and installations throughout
the country and has also been
noted for published "stories
related to his work in
electronic music.
Included among the form~
of equipment he will be using
during his performance will be
an ,electronic organ, systhesizer, 20-oc'tave control system, reverberated microphone
system which colors the sound
of the voice and a four-channel
color organ.

be worth the trouble of
keeping on the air after the
Wednesday walk-out by the '
staff.
"Students and St. Cloud
residents would miss KVSC if
it went off the air,'' Olson
said, "because it fills a void in
the music spectrum. Our
KVSC budget
feelings are very serious about
this."
A 3 p.m. Thursday meeting
total equipment allocation to
$580 for the 1977-78 budget. has been Sl:heduled · in the
The money will be I used to Sauk Room of Atwood Center
purchase carts, cassettes to determin~ exactly what can
microphones, headphpnes and and will be done to settle the
cassette recorders, Olson said . matter. Graham, Olson, Rich
He added that the budget at Reeder, KVSC general manthe present time is . adequate, ager and R. John DeSanto
but that there may be mass communications de:
partment chairperson are
problems with 1t.
''KVSC can survive with the among those expected \J
budget, but the quality will attend.
somewhat diminish,'' he said.
Olson stated the budget
problem indicates a lack of
support by ~dministration at
SCS. He added thlt"1le heard
from
one
administrative
recycle
source that the administration
might feel the station wouldn't

EXORCIST II

THE HERETIC
[!I ledvllCOIOI ® Oisinboled by Warner S,os lift\
AWarnei Commuocatms Company ~

--

Cirtetrul 7 0
f'l ( 1

',l[>f

,1

1

{,

Mat. Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Now 7:15 & 9:30

C lJ'\ehlD_
( \\

~

1

f

I )

~

a, ts
1

I 11

!,

Mat. Sun. 2:00

NOW AT DUSK
NO SEA MQNSTER

OF MYTff OR (£GENO

IS HALF SO DEADLY
ASONETHAT
ACJUAU.Y EXISTS!
~

Ill&,#!' '

TENT-LEI
.
~ffi
-PlusThe Food of the Gods

North Village,
1 block west of
North Junior High
PH. 253-8245

NORTH & SOUTH

Building and equipment
designed with you in
mind . Complete with air ·
conditioning . We also offer
Coln-op dry cleaning.

Now 2 locations to serve you.

CHRNTILL Y BEAUTY SRLDN
adjoining both White Cloud laundries
Mon . thru Wed . 8:30-5
Thurs. & Fri . 8:30-7:30
Sat. 7:30-5

Now 7:15 & 9:30

&

lAllffD~f
OPEN FROM
8:00 a.m. to _10:00 p.m.
7 DAYS A WEEK

Mat. Sat. & Sun. 2:00

Corner of 9th Avenue
& 10th Street
PH. 251-9675

WHITE CLOUD

OPEN

0,,,, 14 Hoa11
.,,

034.

Relint"on

·1

I.,_ _ _ _ _.;..;.;...;;.;;.;.;;:;...
for Sale
•-----------•
WOMEN'S CLOTHING from the
1920s to 1950s at the Nostalgia
Shop at Crossroads. (Next to
Garold's Ice Cream.)
FOR SALE: 1971 Kawasaki SOC
motorcycle. Looks good; runs
great . $400.00, 251-3115.
FOR SALE: Hang Glider $170.00.
251-3115.
1975 HARELEY 250 dirt bike,
must sell, like new. 253-4341.
LLOYDS
AM,
FM
Stere<
turntable and speakers cheap
253-4341.
1974 MUSTANG II 4 cyl.
automatic, good clean condition
253-4341.

;:k

Now 7:15 & 9:15

Worllshop
el~ic music

For Appointment,
Call 252-8435
or 253-8148

-AndHouse By the Lake
-AndMassacre at' Central High

10 - nI ' I ~,(td.ootthenfre
SO H \IVY

10

.'!,/ .'b lb

/
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HECB meets requests for aid;
close to_$20 million granted

More than 26,000 Minneso- 1978-79.
Incentive Grant Program. ·
Scholarship winners were
ta residents are being offered
The legislature _a ppropiated
state scholarship and gfant-in- selected on the basis of high $21 ,239,033 for the programs
aid awards totaling over $19 school rank converted to a for the 1977•78 school year. Of
million to help pay their percentile ranking with the this , $155,000 will go for
expenses for post-secondary actual amount of the award grants to nursing students in a
education this year, ac;cording based on financial need. Grant separate program.
to David -- Laird,
Higher winners were selected solely
The
legislature
approEducation Coordinating Board on the basis of fin~ci.al need. priated $21,239,033 for the
Awards ran,ge · from a programs for the 1977•78
(HECB).
For the first time every maximum of $1,100 to a school year. Of this, $155,000
student v ,10 applied by the minimum of $100 but cannot will go for grants to nursing
priority dt ·tdline (February 1, exceed one-half of a student's students
in
a
separate
1977) anC: ao demonstrated financial need. Under a program.
financial need is b·eing offered policy recommended by the
A record .of 41,000 students
an award, Laird said. The Board . and · adopted by the applied by the . February 1
average a·..vard is $735.
1977 Legislature, the com- priority · deadline. Of the
Laird said that monetary bination of a state award and a students who applied but who
award notices have been sent federal Basic Educational were .not offered monetary
to 26,050 students under the OpportunityGrant (BEOG) for awards, 3,086 did not show
state scholarship and grant-in- which a student is entitled financial need in addition to
aid programs which. are cannot meet more than 75 the 3,102 honorary award
administered by the HECB. percent of a student's need.
recipients. The rest did .not
Laird said that savings from meet
The awards total $19,156,590.
program
eligibility
· ' Last
year
approximately · the implementation of the 75 requirements or did not
21,000
students
received percent state-federal combin- respond to requests for
awards.
ation policy was the reason additional data.
The Board expects to fund that the Board w·a s able to
A total of 172 Minnesota
approximately 3,000 more offer awards to all students
institutions
students later this ; ~u'mmer. with financial need: Last year post-secondary
These students will include some 3,000- qualified appli- are eligible for the programs.
late applicants anq others,who cants for state • schob.rships They include the University of
hoto by Chriss Filzen _
,
have been requested to and grants who demonstrated Minnesota, state universities,
provide additional informatiqn need had to be denied awards community colleges , area
vocational-technical institutes,
by the Board.
due to insufficient funds.
Funds for the program come health professions schools, .
Two scs student workers, Mary Saumweber [foreground] •nd Tricia
Of the awa~ds, 15,048 went
McLean, make designs on Atwood Center wall with a fresh coat of to first year · students, 13,668 primarily
from legislative private colleges and private
paint. The project Is only one of many throughout the campus which Is went to renewal applicants appropriations
which
are schools.
being undertaken during the summer months.
and 436 went to transfer supplemented with approxiRecycle this
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ students. These totals include
mately $1 rn:illion in federal
Chronicle
developed much at this point. 3,102 honorary scholarship funds from the State Student
"I
find
that
when
ideas
are
winners,
students
who
qualiTheatre instructor
over-explored in conversation fied on the ·b asis of merit but
they don't get explored who lacked financial need.
You have another right, you k-now.
Continued from page 6
thoroughly in writing," he Second-year students will be
said.
eligible for the first time ii!
"I enjoy teaching," DelYou have the right to know
gado said, "and I think that
about the people and services
even if I had enough income
available in your community
from writing I would still want
to help you with an unintended
to teach part of the time
pregnancy.
simply because I enjoy young
people. I find them to be a
stimulation for me and what's
BIRTHRIGHT
happening in the world as
well."
A service for women
"Education per se never
with distressful pregnancies.
hurt
anyone,''
Delgado ,
stressed. "When I wrote ·
Free pregnancy testing,
'Waiting for the Bus' I had
confidential help,
only had three years of
rap sessions Wednesday p.m.
253-4848
college. On the other hand, a
/
person who has a natural
aptitude for writing and the
determination to persist until
there is some degree of
success, just such a person
can be benefited by as much
education as they can cram
in."
He is anxious to offer advice
to novice writers.
"Expose yourself to as wide
a range of human experiences
as you feel comfortab1e with.
Some experiences might be
tense situations, but that's
good." he said. "Plays are
made out of tension.''
' 'A Little ' Holy Water, ' '
another of Delgado's plays,
made its premier here at SCS
last October. Recently, DelWe repair all makes of
gado has been· exploring the
guitars and PA ampl iidea of having 1t sent to
fiers.
Sound system and
Havanna, Cuba (the action is
centered around the Cuban
guitar amplifier rentals
liberation movement of the
are
available.
'30s) .as· a cultural exchange
item. His idea was referred to
I-IOURS: i\tbn. thru Fri.
the Cuban Mission of t e
United Nations and he is
0:her I-lours by
8:00 a.m. to noon 1 :00 to
hoping to hear from them
5:00
Appointment
soon.
This summer, Delgado is
917½ St. Germain
working on a short play and
253-!>846
two ideas for longer plays,
Suite 203
which he admits have not be~n

Atwood Center designs repainted

.
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Activities budget signed as
·honoraria fees stay reduced
_The final Student Activities
Committee (SAC) budget for
the 1977 -7.8 year was approve a
late last week, following its
signature by SCS Pres.
Charles Graham.
Graham, who signed the
budget following approval
from
SAC, said in
a
memorandum to the committee dated June 13, that he
commended committee members for what he believed to be
a very hard decision-making
process.
''The committee did a very
careful job of dealin.g with the
requests," Graham aid this
week. "They can be very
proud of the job they
accomplished.''
Graham noted only one
change in the budget as
approved from SAC when he
finalized the financial figures.
University Tele-Video Services, which had asked for
$2,096.80 in their original
request were denied any
funding. Graham vetoed' the
decision by SAC and allocated
them $141.30 from the free
balance.
Another area that Graham
expressed concern over was
the reductiQD of all honoraria
positions. Included among
these are Cbronlcle and
KVSC-FM staff positions ,
Student Senate president and
SAC chairperson.
Last spring, SAC voted for a
25 per cent cut from the
1976- 77 honorarium positions.
Pollowing that decision, Graham received input from

those affected to reinstate the
cut prior to his final approval.
However, the budget was
signed with the cut, with the
provision, ac.c ording to Graham, that the committee
consider restoring the levels in
the fall. He said that finding
the money to restore the cut
did not seem to be a problem.
''The money is there,'• he
said. " I don't think that's the
issue. What their feelings are
on the honoraria issue is what
th~ question will be."
•
Graham also discussed his
views on this item in his memo
to the c~mmittee.
"While 1 recognize that the
experience gained in these
positions is valuable in several
ways to the people chosen to

hold them," it reads, "l also
fear that many very able
students are prevented from
taking advantage of that
experience because of the
great time commitment and
low honorarium involved.
· 'I am also very concerned
about the impact of these
reductions on the quality of
these very important agencies
of student life."
LuAnn Mordick, SAC chairperson, also expressed concern over the honoraria
problem.
"Since next year's committe ,;: won 't officially start
meeting until the end of fall
quarter, 1 certainly hope b'a t
this issue can be resolved
Continued an page 5

•
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Max Lerner, renowned Journalist, lakes a break tram his speaking
engagements at SCS la complete warlc an his column which he later
telephoned la Las Angeles tar publlcatlon. Lerner was featured as a
speaker during an all-college program . Kenneth Bauldlng , economist,
Is scheduled ta visit today and tomorrow .

Jou rna Iist discusses many topics
By BRIAN WILLIAMS
Chronicle Staff Writer

No sooner had Max Lerner'
completed the second of tl}ree
Monday lectures than he could
be seen pensively jotting down
notes for a newspaper column
he would phone into Los
Angeles that night.
While delving into such
topics as writing, values in
education
and
American
civilization from the lectern,
Lerner nevertheless found
tirn_e Monday to put finishing
touches on a column on the

I

News Analysis

rather searching topic of the
significance
of President
Carter's reading tastes.
The hectic pace of his
two-day appearance at SCS
coupled with his writing
obligations mi~ht be expected
to phase a man 74 years of
age. However, Lerner observed
in an
interview
Tuesday that his many roles in
the academic world compliment each other, and thus,
lessen the burden. A teachin

position on each coa t and an
ambition to continue what has
heen a steady stream of books
and articles of intellectual
breadth supplement his activity as lecturer and columnist.
Lerner's appearance along
with a similar two-day stint by
economist Kenneth Boulding
Thursday and Friday is seen
as a pilot project in using
University funds for major
lecturers
by the
idea's
originator. Lowell Gillett,
dean
of
graduate
and
continuing studies'. Gillett's
proposal was considered by
yice President Davi~ Johnson
and all college deans before
SS,000 out of the maintenance

and equipment budget (M and
E) was finally earmarked for
the idea last spring.
When asked if summer
session with its limited
enrollment was an ideal time
to select for this, Gillett said
the nature of M and E monies
necessitated this arrangement. The amount of money in
this category varies during
the year, and for any to be
allocated toward a lecture
series, the go-ahead would not
be given until sometime
dur-ing spring quarter.
The deadline for spending it:
1s July 1, so scheduling
options are limited. Gillett
Continued an page 2

Bulk mail permit used improperly;
SCS takes steps for prevention
By JOHN MIKES
Chronicle Staff Writer

Photo by Chriss Fitzen •

Improper use of the bulk mail permit assigned to SCS was
recently reported by the St. Cloud Post Office and steps are
being taken to prevent any furth er misuse of the permit,
according to Cris Kelley, assistant to the vice-president for
administrative affairs.
The apparent misuse was reported in a letter from the St.
Cloud Postmaster dated May 12, Kelley said Monday. The
letter contained photo-copies of three letters that had the SCS
bulk oermit stamoed on them.
The letter had attracted the attenti.on of postal workers when
they had come through the post office distribution area singly.
SCS sends out letters in bundl~ of 200. One of the letters,
carrying the College of Business' return address, was
eventually opened and inspected.
"The Dean gave us permission to open it since it had the
school's return add.ress on it, " Kelley said. "It appeared to be
a letter to a student's mother but we couldn't be sure it was a
student because of the way it was signed."
Identity of the writer could not be ascertained, she said.
Because continued abuse of the permit might result in its
younger from Minnesota, North and South Dakota,
revocation,
department heads have been a ked to watch the
' Wisconsin and Canada participated In the tourney
that utlllzed courts throughout the city, lncludlng envelopes closely and to make sure that the people using them
are trustworthy, Kelley said.
the SCS Halenbeck cour1s.
,

Youth participate in tennis tourney
~fh• rd ~obJe [foreground] and Kenny Rizer,
nneapo s authwest Junior High, compete In a
mTatch ,:uelday during the St. Claud
11t11n1al 1
nv a ona aurnement. Student, 18 yeara old and

:4'~
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KVSC has budget proble111S;
review produces $400 more
By JUDY JUENGER
Chronicle Staff Writer

Photo by Chriss FIizen
During one ol his Informal ..111on1 Monday,
Journall1t Max Lerner Joined James Goll t fll,
background, SCS Engll1h department chalq.,or::on,

Journalist
Continued from page 1-

suggested summer is an ideal
time to obtain services of
many top lecturers since they
generally have more free time
than during the remainder of
the year.
The future of the concept
will hinge largely on the
success of this summer's
experiment,
according to
Gillett. If Lerner's Monday
evening lecture is any
precedent, the outlook is bleak
by any measurement.
"I was expecting 100-150
last night," exclaimed Jon•
athan Lawson, associate dean
of the college of liberal arts
and sciences, in an interview
Tuesday. Lawson introduced
Lerner to an audience which
the latter musingly referred to
as a "Gideon's band" of 25.
''It's especially disappointing to me, " Gillett said in
reference to the turnout, "not
only in light of the money that
was spent, but in light of what
I consider to be the missed
opportunity that a great many
students and members of the
community had."
Gillett and Lawson agreed
that a key factor was lack of
publicity in the St. Cloud Dally
Times. Lerner himself showed
some ire on this Q_Oint.
"There's a real question
here of press responsibility, ''
he said.
Lerner prefaced a lecture to
an audience of mass communications workshop participants
with an observation regarding
the relative turnout at his
various sessions.
"Each of the sessions that
I've been at that had to do
with functional groups has
been extremely well attended," he said. "People will
take part in lectures and
discussions when they have to
do with their immediate
functional, vocational interest,
but are less likey to do so if the
topic is more of general
interest." ·
A session in the educatioD
building Monday geared tc
teachers drew over 200, quit£
in contrast with that evening'!
paltry turnout when the topic
was more general: '' America's Third Century.'' Lerner
said a book of the ame namt
is in the works, but may not be

for a dlscu11lon of various forms of writing. Lerner
also visited a m ■ 11 communications work1hop and
conducted a formal lecture.

published for several years.
The springboard of the lecture
was the ~mestion Lerner said
he is often asked of whether
he is an optimist or pess"tmist
about America's future.
"What do you think this is,
Wall Street?" he said. "It's
not a question of whether I'm
bullish or bearish about stocks
over which l have no control.
When we're talking about a
society, the fate isn't to be
found in the stars. It' s in the
oeople, their willingness to act
collectively to shape the
futu~.
"Therefore, I'm netther an
optimist or pessimist. I'm a
possible-ist. I think it's going
to be possible for us to act
together as a people. There
are no blank check guarantees
we'll move forward, however."
Tied in with this is an
attitude toward history where
one asks not only ''What
happened?'' but also, "What
might have happened," according to Lerner. He used an
analogy of ''two roads
diverged in the woods" t
describe a view of history in
which one analyzes alternative
routes a society had to choose
between in moving to the
future.
He compared reality with
the Medusa Head of Greek
myth which could turn men
into stone. The ability to see
realitv without recoiE."1'1 a!!
enough in the presence of the
Medusa Head requires toughmindedness, which to Lerner
is more important than what
he termed "political angle of
vision." He saw questions of
liberal/ conservative orientation as secondary.
··More and more I find
myself getting insight from
•people whose political vision is
not mine, but - who are
attempting to see what the
realities are," he said.
Lerner l'Onclud d that in
spite of all the evidences of
decay in American society,
there is much innovativeness
and much hope. He capsulized
the American spirit in one
word: access. In spite of tlie
fact people are born unequal,
America has afforded all an
equal chance and must
continue to do so, Lerner said.
''There is the danger on one
side, that our passion for
equal access will develop into

a cult of quotas. On the other,
the danger that having used
a11 the rhetoric we'll just sit
back and do nothing else," he
commented.
In an interview Tuesday,
Lerner flinched at the thought
of retirement, as he plans to
continue
his
career of
"civilization watching" to hb
death.
"To retire is to die," he
said. "There's a problem with
the aged in this country today.
They want to get away from
their jobs to presumably have
more leisure time. For me, my
work and play are deeply
interconnected and they are
the essence of life."
Economist Kenneth Bould•
ing will follow on the heels of
Lerner in the lecture series,
and will moderate eight
sessions Thursday and Friday.

Recent budget problems
experienced by KVSC-FM ,
SCS campus radio station have
not yet been settled, according
to
Lory
"Ole"
Olson ,
assistant general manager.
KVSC had requested line
item changes in their budget
which would transfer money
from repairs, postage and
telep]lone budget subcodes
into the equipment category ,
Olson said. The line change
would affect the 1976-77
budget as approved by the
Student Activities Committee
(SAC) and SCS Pres. Charles
Graham one year ago. The
neccessary figure was approximately S700.
However, when members of
SAC who have disbanded for
the summer, recently conducted a phone vote, the
request was denied.

•

®

Save this
paper for
recycling

When the matter was later
brought to the attention of
Graham, Olson reported that
he (Graham) did not understand why the transfer had not
gone through and that he
didn't have enough background information to make a
decision regarding the matter.
"We were preturbed, so we
decided to go off the air until
something was done," Olson
said.
Olson reported that Graham, representing the administrative
radio
personnel
requested the station go back
on the air Thursday after the
one-day shut down.
"We did it to safeguard the
existe.nce of KVSC for future
yea.rs," he said.
Cris Kelley, assistant to the
president, reviewed
next
year's budget and found an
additional S400, bringing the
Continued on page 7
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TOMLYANO'S
Monday
Spaghetti-All You

can eat
5-9:30

Tuesday
Italian Delight
(Spaghetti, Lasagna, Ravioli)
Wednesday
Pitcher of Beverage 50~
With Pizza order

,

Open 4 p.m. daily

Lincoln Station
"Where Bluegrass Reigns and
Particular People Congregate''
Appearing Friday ar.J Saturday In_The

The Underground

JERICHO
HARP
Just Back Fran Their National Tour New Album Soon To Be Released
Live Entertainment Every Fri, & Sat. nite - 9-1
Serving Homemade ~ lb. Saldwiches and Soup·
Plus Beverage S2.00
26 LincQln Ave. S.E.

253-6666

l
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5 workshop sessions to study elderly problems
Legal and consumer problems facing elderly persons
will be the focus at SCS for.
five workshop sessions June
30.
Free and open to the public,
the workshop is entitled
"Legal and Consumer Information for the Older
American" and will be
conducted by five attorneys
and a member of the
Minnesota House of Representatives.
Registration for the workshop will be from 8:30-9 a.m.
in the Civic-Penney Room of
Atwood Center, followed by a

half-hour welcome and intro- Atwood Center.
ductory session by Allen
"Do-It-Yourself-Probate"
Stensland,
SCS assistant will be discussed by Rep. Neil
professor of interdisciplinary Haugerud (DFL-Preston) in
studies.
the
Civic-Penney
Room.
The workshop 's goals will Haugerud is the author of
be to explore new develop- "Do-It-Yourself Guide to
ments in senior citizen law, Minnesota Probate," pubexamine government pro- lished in 1976.
grams, and allow participants
"Domestic Problems, Famto exchange approaches to Uy Law and Parent-Child
common problems, Stensland Relations" will be explored by
said.
Robert Herr, an attorney from
Workshop sessions wilJ White Bear Lake. He'is former
operate concurrently from · head of the consumer division
9:30-10:45 a.m. and will be of the Minnesota Attorney
repeated from 10:45 a.m. -12 General's office and also has
noon and from 12:45-2 p.m. in directed the legal staff of the

1977-78 Student activities budget

Minnesota Department of
Commerce.
Social Security's benefits
and appeal rights will be the
topic for a session led by. F.
Allen Hester, who directs the
;enior advocates division for
Legal Assistance of Ramsey
County, Inc.
~tate planning, wills and
guardianships will be dis:ussed by . Sister Patricia
Keefe, O.S.F., staff attorney
for the senior advocacy unit of
the Legal Aid Society of
Minneapolis.
Nursing homes, Medicare,
Medicaid, taxes and housing
will be considered by Joseph
Wokowicz, who directs legal

services for Minneapolis Age
and Opportunity Center.
The workshop will q,nclude
at 3 p.m., following an hour of
general discussion \;Vith alJ
participants.
The conference has been
financed by a grant from the
Governor's Citizens Council of
.Aging. Other sponsors are the
'fri-Regional Area Agency on
Aging, the department of
interdisciplinary studies and
the office of extension and
community education at SCS.
More information may be
obtained from Stensland in
room 226, Stewart HalJ , SCS ,
or by calling 612-255-2248.

Media
KVSC
Photo Lab

Chron lcle
Wheatsprout
· UTVS
TOTAL MEDIA

1978-TT Allocatlon

19TT-78 RequNt

Flnal Allocation

14,826.25
3,250.00
Revenue-1 ,000.00
4,250 .00
8,700 .00
Reven ue-28,700. 00
37 ,1 69.00
0
0

19,669.85
3,841.50
1,000.00
4,841,50
13,427.00
32,000.00
45,427.00
5,161 .85
2,096.80

10,795.00
3,258.75
1,000.00
4,258.75
8,581 .00
32,000.00
40,581 .00
1,370.00
141 .~
24,004 .75
Revenue-33,000.00
57 ,004 .75

83,985 .50
22,800.00
86,785.50
45 ,694.25

44,500.00
19,200.00
83,700.00
38,500.00
83,000.00
Revenue-19,200.00
102,200.00

IOMINUIES
OFYOURTIME

COULDSAVE ·
.AFRIEND'S UFE.

Major Proarammlna
Major Events Council

66,093.00
Revenue-19,000.00
85,093.00
45,678.83

IABOG
rl"OTAL PROGRAMMING

•

In 1he time it rakes to Jrivl.'
your friend home. you ,·ould savl.'

his life.
lfyourfri.:mJ' ht-enJrinking
loo mu~h. he s houlJn't b.- Jriving.

Th.- 11u1om..,hik TJsh i~ the
numher ,ml' cau ·col ti~· th
P'-"'Pl<' yuur a~c ml the irvn ic
th ing is thdt the drunk drivers

,,r

Student Govemment
and S- .•
Student Senate
Student Ombudsman Service
SLAC
SES
M inority Culture Center
Cheerleaders
Aero Club
Int 'I Student Associat ion
TOT AL STUDENT
GOVERNMENT AND SERVICES

Co-C

.

5,412.40
812.25
11 ,932 .90
~ 1,550.93
3,409.00
795.00
0
0

5,819.00

854 .00
18,537.59
3,554 .00
4,590.00
745 .00
3,923 .31

485.00

5,348.00
607.00
14,117.00
1,584.08
1,160.00
739.00
2,310 .00
(Frozen) 500 .00

respon ible for killing young people
a r.- most ,,ft cn 01hcr y1,ung p,-opll.'.
r.,k.-l<.'n min utes Llr twenty
Or ,in ho11r Dml' vour fri<·r,J
hor,,,• l'h11i'~ all If ~ou t·,111 1 J
th,11 . i:ull J ~,ib l I r kl h11n ,k't'p ,in
o ur ,·,,uth .
w ~·•~nornsl-.in~} u rohc
a do.:lor ,,r .i ,·op. Just J ft icn,1.

..

25,185.08

~--

W inter Economic Inst itute
Opera

3.500.00
(Inc. In Music)

Music Department (Opera)
Klehle Art Gallery
Theatre

2,800.00
1,224.65
Revenue-1 ,500.00
2,724 .65
13,532.00
3,963 .00
14,210.00
Revenue-3 ,500.00
17,710.00

15,717.00
5,138.00
17,630.00

22,730.00
5,330.00
17,710.00

'4,138.85

5,875.00

(Inc. Reader's Theatre)
(Inc. Forensics)
1,165.00

4,203.00

3,559.80
1,780.00

2,527.00
1,675 .00

Forensics
Reader' s Theatre
Folkdancers
TOTAL

3,500.00
2:124.65

44,134.65
Revenue-5,000.00
49,134.65

Athletics
39 ,189.70

~en's Ath let ics

57,658 .00
Revenue-3 ,200.00

60,858.00
Women ' s Athlet ics
Recreational Sports
TOTAL A THLET ICS

29 ,616.00
16,885.70

45,016.00
33,169.47

~tndent Activities
Admin istration
SAC Refund Account
SAC Depreciat ion Account
Staff Benefits
Free Balance (77-78)
President Reserve
TOTAL STUDENT ACT IVITIES
TOTAL EXP6NDITURES
INCOME:

I

-

22,731.55

4,000.00
2,000.00
500 .00
2.123 .00
20,000.00

48,361 .20
4,500 .00
2,00.00
500.00
22 ,000.00
20 ,000.00

Estimated ~eceipts
balance Forward
President Reserve
Ch ron icle
Major Events Council
Co-Curricu lar
Athletics
Interest Income

318 ,000.00
33 ,500.00
20,000.00
32J)OO.OO
19,200.00
5,000.00
3,200.00
4,000.00

TOTAL INCOME

434 ,900 .00

Fish & More is Long John
Silver's big, comple1e
seafood meal at a new. stripped
down price.
You get two
ol our famous
fish fillets, a
' he.a ping serving
-""",;....,,<"3P:llili•~ of Silver's Slaw.
a stack of fryes,
and two delicious
hushpupples.

47,494.00
3,200.00
50,694.00
40,980 .00
30, 169.47
127,843.47
Revenue-3 ,200.00
131,043.47
32,690 .75
4,500 .00
2,000 .00
1,000.00
15,000 .00
15,000.00
70,332 .05
434.900.00

You won 't find
re of a sealood mea l for less
So come on in, for F1Sh & More.

------------------~

$1.49

Buy a Fish & More Dinner ar rhe regular price of$ I 49 and
gel a second Fish & More Dinner free.
Good only al

3210 WNI Dlvltlon StrNI
Offer expires ln°30 days
Offer hmlt d: One coupon per person , per visit

<umg<john8iJver§
EAFOOD

...
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Letters
to the editor:

,"he 01ronlcle enoouragee r_,.,. to \IOloe their
091nlon1 through letteni to the editor, regard!- of
point of view. Letteni mlllt be typed, d o u ~
aid oontatn IOr1 of Identification. Letteni will be
vwlfled, 10 an addreN and telephone nwmber II
helpful. Anonymoue letteni wlll not be printed,
although may be withheld In certain · No
torm l•t• will be pubatllhed. The Olronloe r_....
the right to edit langthy t•t••· All i•teni, once turned
In to the Olronloe become the Olronlcle'a property and
WIii not be r•urned .

-----
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Raise in activity fee needed
to keep programs alive, well

Chad Polesak, 10, St Cloud

The St. Cloud State University Chronlcle Is written and edited by students of St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN, and 11 published twice each week during the academic
year and weekly during the summer, except for flnal exam periods and vacations.
Opinions expressed In the Chronicle do not neceaaarlly reflect those of the students,
faculty or administration ol St. Cloud State University.
Letters to the editor and guest es1ays are an attempt to provide address for readers to
the media. They may be dropped off at 136 Atwood Center or malled to Atwood Center,
St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN 58301. Ountlons may be answered by calling
255-2449 or 255-2184.
Non-student subscription rates for the Chronicle are S1 .SO per quarter. Students who
have paid their activity fee and are leaving to Intern or student teach may have the
Chronicle malled to them free of charge by notifying the Chronicle bu1lne11 office In 138
Atwood. Second clau postage paid In St. Cloud, MN. 58301.
Editor
Chief Photographer
Bu1lneu Manager
Adviser

Summer

Mary Roberta
Chrl11 FIizen
Bob Stevenson

"Final approval of the 1977-78 Student Activities budget
became a reality this week following the signature of Pr~s.
Charles Graham.
As Graham stated in a memorandum to members of the
Student Activities Committee (SAC), each should be
commended for dedicating the seemingly endless hours
most take for granted in the production of a budget package.
LuAnn Mordick, chairperson of the committee, should be
given special reco;mition for leading the group to producing·
the final product.
However, Mordick, as well as others connected with the
budget-making process, groan when they think about the
trauma o.f what next year's budget might look like.
Because SCS has always charged students the minimum
cost in state university activity fees, many programs have
already had to survive with no funding at all or poor
allocations.
This is a situation that can no longer prevail.
Cuts such as the 25 per cent decrease in honorarium
positions for the Chronicle, KVSC-FM, Student Senate and
SAC are particularly intolerable and some alternative to the
situation must be sought to resolve the problem yet this
summer.
Programs and students are suffering because of cuts
similar to these and it is strongly suggested that the Student
Senate and SAC join forces and increase the fee for the
1978-79 budget. Because of recent tuition increases, this wilJ
place additional burden on the students. However, based on
the old saying, "You get what you pay for," there seems to
be no other alternative.
SCS is a growing university and to see---programs go with
no funding or minimal allocations would also seem to
discourage prospective students from enrolling.
When Mordick says the picture looks dark for next year,
she knows what she's talking about. A solution to the
problem must be found and increased fee costs seem to be
~the only answer.

Fran Voelker

Reporters
Fall Advertising
Salespersons ,
Production Workers
Accountant
Cartoonist
App!ications available in 136 Atwood
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~ture scheduled

Loch Ness monster fascinating to student

Studying unknown creatures and ideas has always
been a fascination for SCS
student Jay Kubovec ancl he
will share his knowledge and
viewpoints in this area at a
lecture June 30.
Kubovec, an SCS marketing
student, has studied such
creatures as the L-och Ness
monster, Bigfoot, Devil's
Triangle and Unidentified
Flying Objects. His primary
focus of his upcoming lecture
scheduled for 3:30 p.m. in the
Atwood Center Theatre, will
be on the Loch Ness monster.
Following the lecture, a

question and answer session absence right now, but I'm
is planned.
still keeping busy with it.••
"I've always been fasciKubovec is in the process of
nated with monsters and other finishing a thesis on the
unexplained things and enjoy Bigfoot creature and he says
talking about them with he hopes to have it finished by
others," he said this week.
the end of the summer. In it,
Kubovec, who has done he explains his philosophies
extensive study on various about the being which he
creatures for the past five admits is his favorite to study.
years, is a member of the
"I do believe that Bigfoot
International Earth Research exists and that it is not
Corporation, based in Seattle, necessarily a dangerous creaWash.
ture. It eats mainly leaves and
"My primary responsibility grasses and in the wintertime,
is to go out and find supplies it enjoys fish," he said. "It's
for later expeditions," he l(ind of interesting because,
said. "I'm on a type ofleave of based on research, it hu
been found that it also likes to
eat the more human-like junk
food, such as candy bars or
Fritos."
Referring to the Loch Ness
creature that Kubovec will
discuss during his lecture, he
discussed the Loch Ness
Investigation Bureau, which
:spends four months each year
searching for the water
creature. He specified that
each member of the bureau
receives $40,000 each year
until they find the monster or
prove that one does not exist.
"I'm not sure how good a
program it really is,' ' Kubovec
said. "If I were making
$40,000 for four months work,
I'm not sure I'd publicly admit
that one did or did not exist
either. ''
Kubovec and his corporation, which has been in
existence for over two years,
are planning a future study in
the areas of the Devil's
Triangle and Unidentified
Flying Objects, and he
maintains that in a short time,
the U:S. government will
openly admit that they do
exist.
"Particularly
with
the
UFOs, the government knows
they exist,'• he aid. ''They
have recently opened their
files on it to us and I would
Photo by Chriss FIizen
guess that within a year, they
Jay Kubovec, local authority on such unknown creatures II the Loch
announce it to the
f:iHS monster, Bigfoot and Unidentified Flylng Objects, wlll be will
featured as a lecturer June 30 In Atwood Center. Kubovec has studied public."
tha being for several years and wlll reveal his findings at the scheduled
Following one last expedimeeting.

SAC budget
Continued from page 1

immediately, yet this summer, ' she said.
Mordick reported that she
was planning to contact
committee members this week
to encourage a decision on tpe
matter.
In discussing the final
budget, Mordick said that she
was basically pleased with the
result. However, she raised
concerns over next year's
budget-making process.
''I really see a dark picture
for next year," she said.
"Unless the activity fee is
raised, we're going to have
some real problems."
She suggested that the
Student Senate sponsor a
mass referendum for the
students to provide informaation about which areas they
want funded with the fee and
bow they feel about a possible
increase in cost.
"With tuition increasing
during the next two years, it
will hit hard, but we either
have to get the money or many
programs will have to be cut

from the next budget," she will finance the two salaries.
said.
"We certainly hope that
Mordick also expressed they will, but 1 wouldn't count
concern because after the new on it." she said. ' 'They are
budget is over, SAC will no both very important positions
longer finance the salaries for and unless the administration
the Student Legal Assistance picks them up, there will be
Center lawyer or the recrea- even more problems; we're in
tional director. A presidential for a rough year." task force will be used during
The final budget, as signed
the next year, according to by Graham, appears elseMordick,
to
determine where in today's edition of the
whether the administration Chronicle.

tion to study the Bigfoot
creature, the corporation will
move on to study some of
these other unknown beings.
Kubovec said the majority of
the 16 people that belong to
the corporation are from the
west coast states, which
makes things more difficult for
him in Minnesota. He has,
however, managed to travel
there to participate in some of
the expeditions that have
provided him with information
for his thesis and lectures.

Kubovec says he is looking
forward to his upcoming
lecture, which is being
sponsored by Atwood Board of
Governors and the summer
program board.
'' Almost everyone loves
unexplained things." he said.
"They enjoy listening and I
like telling about it.''

Recycle this
Chronicle

Tuesday night
film series set
The SCS summer film
series,
featuring
various
young people's productions, is
scheduled for Atwood Center
Theatre during the next
several weeks.
Sponsored by Atwood Board
of Governors and the all
student program board, the
films will be -presented each
Tuesday at 6 p.m. throughout
the summer.
Included among the productions are classic child Im~!
and family films, acc'ording to
Pat Krueger, program director.
Included among the scheduled films to be shown are
June 28-"Wonderful World of
Brothers Grimm;" July 5"National
Velvet;"
July
12-"PaintYour Wag~n; " July
19-"Willie Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory;"
July
26-"Black Beauty;" Aug.
2- ·'Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn;" Aug. 9-''Oliver;" and
Aug. 16- "Treasure Island. "
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Quiz Number 2
Match Column A With Column B
ESPRESSO

A. About 1 /3 espresso, 2/3 hot milk,
garnished with cocoa. May be drunk
hot or Iced.

B. EsprHso coffee with
cream.

c. About 1 /3 nprnso, 1/3 hot
chocolate, 1 /3 steamed milk.
D. About 1/3 npreaso, 1 /3 hot mllk,
topped with 1/3 foam, garnished
with cocoa.

CAPPUCCINO

E. Espre110 serv.ci with a twist of
lemon.

CAFE LATTE

runique
A demlta... of coffee brewed In •
manner In which hot water Is

tore.ct under preuure through
tightly pack coffff, one cup al a
time.
With a perfect acore tOc off on
coffN of your choice at All
Eclec:tlc:- Kitcher,.
(Ottw good ltlrouah Jun- 31)

CAFE MOCHA

MALL GERMAIN at EIGHTH

r-
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'The Front Page' opens
L'Homme Dieu season
By JANEY GOBL
Chronicle Arts Writer

SCS theatre instructor
opens play in New York
By JANICE DETl'Y

Chronicle Arta Writer
A p1ay, "Waiting for the
Bus" written by SCS facu]ty
member, Dr. Ramon Delgado,
be.izan its New York premier
on Off-off Broadway, June 8.
This has been a banner year
for Delgado. 1n February
another of his plays, "Once
Below a Lighthouse," was
performed in New York, also
Off-off Broaoway, at the
Gilnes Theatre.
"I have a friend who is
psychic,'' Delgado recently
said. "He told me that either
1976 or 1977 wollld be a good
year for me. I don't know if his
prediction had anything to do
with it or if it was a
self-fulfilling prophecy or if it
just happened that way,"
Delgado said.
However it happened does
not alter the interesting
history of "Waiting for the
Bus."
It first achieved national
recognition in 1959, when it
won first place in a national
playwriting contest sponsored
by Theta A1pha Phi, a national
dramatic fraternity .
"I wrote this play during
the summer of my junior year
in college,'' Delgado said.
•'That fall I showed it to one of
my instructors. He read it,
then gave it back to me with
a cryptic note that said, 'This
is not a play. Where are your
notes from my p1aywriting
class?'
" The next spring, that play
went on to win a national
contest. Ten years later the
play
was
published
by
Bantam Books in 'Ten Great
One Act Plays,• so I sent my
old instructor a copy. At that
point my instructor reread it

and decided he had been
wrong. He was deJighted
over the course of years that
mctny stµdents had prove.~ his
rash judgements wron.iz.
There is a moral to the
story, Delgado said.
"Don't give
up,"
he
stressed, "Because it took
about 20 years from the time it
was written until it was
produced Off-off Broadway."
"Waiting for the Bus" has
always had problems getting
off the ground, according to
Delgado.
Just this year when Dr.
Belin Stewart-Harrison contacted Delgado about producing one of his, plays she told
him she was not enthusiastic
about doing ''Waiting for the
Bus" and asked him to send
her some of his other plays for
her consideration.
Delgado sent her those
plays and they were returned
to him because of improper
address.
''Then I found out a week
later that she had already cast
for "Waiting for the Bus" and
didn't need the other plays
anyway, " he said. "I got a
postcard from her last week
saying she was very enthusiastic, and wanted to do it
immediately using a senior
citizen cast."
"It's a play that grows on
:you," Delgado speculated. "I
usually get anywhere from 40
to 70 high school and
community theatre production requests a year. It appeals
to a vast range of age
groups," he added.
Delgado, 39, came from
what he terms as a ' 'very
conservative Southern Baptist
background"
in
Winter
Haven, Florida. His experiences there and experiences

in his teaching career have
given him very definite ideas
concerning "how-to'' write
plays.
"Determining the factors,"
Delgado said, ''that stimulate
the writer to invest the
ne;ccessary time and effort
necessary to produce is a
pretty difficult thing to
anaylze. '
Delgado has several file
folders full of ideas that at one
time or another he felt were
worthwhile enough to pursue
as possibilities for play ideas.
Any of them could be
worthwhile ideas for plays, he
said, but, "Some of them
may be dated. They may also
be so topical or timely that one
to five years from now they
may not be terribly relevant to
an audience."
"There are always some
things happening that are
worth writing about," Delgado said. ''The trouble with
writing for the live theater is
that it can take a tremendous
amount of time from the initial
idea until the time the play is
produced."
Interested in both acting
and writing in addition to his
teaching career, Delgado feels
that he would not leave his
teaching career for a writing
career.
" I've taught acting for
nine years," DelgadQ said. "I
like to act every couple ot
years because I usually have
to teach directing classes and 1
think a director ought to have
an occassional experience with
acting so that he doesn't
forget what processes 'go on in
the mind of an actor.''
With his busy schedule
Delgado finds time to write
only in the summer.
Continued on s,av• 8

show will be casting all the
roles," he said.
Auditions by the student
company
and
community
people for the minor roles are
taking place this week.
Students who are not cast will
assist in supervision, construction of · stage sets,
costumes and will also work
with the tefhnical aspects of
the productions.
The members of the student
company are all from SCS this
year. They include Lori
Anderson, Merrilee Benda,
Robert Foster, Marc French ,
Peggy Galarneault, Douglas
Grab, Cindy Quilling, Karen
Swanson and Christine W aJberg.
Tickets for the show which
begins at 8:30 p.m. , must be
reserved at the theatre ticket
office
by
calling
(612)
846-3150.

Ben Hecht and 'Charles
MacArthur's
"The
Front
Page" will spin off the 1977
season at Theatre L'Homme
Dieu, Alexandria on June 29
through July 3.
Set in a news room, the
comedy combines a jailbreak,
policemen running and shootting and the escapee secretly
being held as hostage until the
"scoop" can be reported to
the managing editor.
Cast in the first production
will be Twin City professional
David Kwiat as Walter Bums,
Wisconsinite Abraham Gordon as
Bensinger,
and
Alexandria's Mark Sieve as
Hildy Johnson. Tessa Bride}
will be featured as Mollie
Malley, and Guthrie Bush
Fellowship actress Marilyn
Miller will play Mrs. Grant.
Frank Caltabiano, professional actor and assistant
professor of theatre at SCS,
will direct the opening
production.
Uaed tlrea SS.00 1111d up
The professional performers
Retreads
519 all size
arrived in Alexandria last
Tuesday, according to Cal- All Major Branda ,IAw Prices
tabiano. The cast of "The
Mlchelln 1lre1
Front Page" have a distinct
advantage over casts of later
All Sizes 25% off
productions. he said because
suageated retall price
they have the opportunity to
rehearse on stage in the
Electronlc Spin Balance
evenings, just as they will
$3.00 per wheel
perform the first show of the
e.l lmlnate. vibration
summer season.
problems •
weights
'• A lack of rehearsal time is
Included.
always a problem with stock
FREE Mounting OD au
productions, "
said Caltastand rd wheels
biano.
Coupled with a lack of time,
the intense amount of energy
349 2nd Ave. NE
demanded
makes
stock
Waite Puk, MN
theatre more difficult for some one block east of Plywood
actors and actresses, said Minnesota off 3rd Street NE
Caltabiano.
''The biggest
difficulty with the opening ,..__ _ _ _ __

NEED TIRES?!

Tire Shoppe Ltd.

- --..J

MOVING SALE
E-Z M>OD & WATER BEDS
Is Moving to Their New Location-5th Ave. So. [Old
Team Electronlca Bldg.) and We Need Your Help To
Liquidate Our Stocki

SAVE 25% to 50%
Save On Unfinished Furniture - Pottery

leather Goods - Paintings - Haurachie Sandles

Mexican Imports
Water Bed• and Ad:nsorles
Executive Style, was S425 ••••••••••••••••••• , Now $369
Riviera Style, wae $385 •••••••••••••••••••••••• Now $318

Exodus Style, waa $347 •••••••••••••••••••• ■ ■• ■ Now $299
All Beda Completa with Frame,
Headboard, Pedlstal, Ralls MattrHs, Liner and HNter.

Photo by Chriss FIizen
Dlecu11lng hla Off-oft Broadway production which
wae recently prnented In New York City, Ramon
Delgado, a11letant professor of theatre at SCS,
eaplalne that th• play, "WalHng for the Bus,': took

many years to eventually become succe11ful.
Delgado directed another of his orlglnal plays, "A
Lltlle Holy Water," at SCS last fall.

~

E-Z YJood & Water Beds
618 So. Division St. 251-4740
IVbl. & Fri. tll 9; Dally 9:30 to 5:30
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All Chronicle cla11lfled ad•
vertlalng mu1t be paid In
advance. Adi may be placed over
the telephone, but wlU not be run
unlll payment 11 received. The
rate■ for cla11lfled advertl1lng 11
25 cent ■ per five word llne par
ln ■ertlon paid In advance. The
1ummer deadllne for cla11lfled
advertl1lng 11 Tue■day noon ·

Housirig

WOMEN'S houalng to 1hare for
summer and tall. 927 5th AVe. S.
252-4944 .
LUXURY
SUMMER
1lngle1
S68.00 doubles $53.00 per month ,
Jtllltles paid. Next to campus,
aundry , etc. Call 253-5028 or
John Mason 255-2220 and leave
nessage.
iMALL
LUXURY
ba ■ement
1partment $180 per month , all
Jtllltles paid, next to campus,
1au11.dry 1 etc. Call 253-5028 or
John Mason 255-2220.
NOW RENTING for Fall '77.
Shared acllltles for women, next
10 campus. Furnished with all
utilities 388 3rd Ave. So. Call
253-1462 after
4:30.
SUMMER
ANO
FALL, 1hared
facllltles for women. Furnished
and unfurnished, summer rates,
air conditioning, laundry, parkIng, next to campus. 251 -32a 7 .
ROOMS FOR MALE 1tudent1
now renting for next year and
summer sessions. Shared taclllties, furnished, utilities paid.
Inquire at 626 6th Ave. S. or
252-9226.
SINGLE ROOMS close to campu1
and downtown. $50.00 up. Also
rooms for Fall 253-7322.
SUMMER INDIVIDUAL rooms
for men. $50.00/mth. Includes
kitchen, living roorh, parking.
One block from campus. Utllltles
paid. 253-4531.
FALL: Rooms for men. $80.00 per
month plus utllltles , lnlcudes
kitchen, living-room, parking.
One
block
from
campus .
253-4531.
QUIET MALE to 1hare large
three-bedroom apartment with
two
others.
$100
Includes
utllltles. 252-2827.

TYPING PAPERS of all kinda.
252-2166.
GOING
TO
BE
a
bride?
Bridesmaid? Need a new and
different dress? For personalized
sewing and embroidery, call
Ginny. 251-7730.
·
LOST: MEN'S BIFOCALS gla ■•
ses. Bluish grey frame, near
Klein Oldsmobile or Perkins.
Reward. 251-3495.

I

· Personals

INTERESTED IN low coat jet
travel to Europe and Israel?
Student Travel Center can help
you
travel
with
maximum
flexibility and minimum cost. For
more
Into.
call
toll
free

I

Miscellaneous

All students who are planning
lo be greduated at the end of
summer quarter should submit
their application tor graduation to
the Office of Admissions and
Records no later than Monday,
27.

t'unA

Recreation

Atwood Recreation Center Is
open during first summer session
from 8 a.m.-3 P.,m., Mondays

Jobs

Employrnent
MUSICIAN WANTED: Call Rita.
252-4149.

Wanted
WILL DO any typing. 252-8398.

Atten;:on
WILL DO TYPING. Can pick up
and deliver. 252-0835 .

FOAMER CHRONICLE EDITOR
makes good In the North Country!
But finds that only true love can
make him happy. Congratulations
John and Beltol M.F. & M.R.
GRANDPA MOOSE- bite the
head--Cousln Moose,
GLENN-Still like eating pizzas?
Blue Tennies.
BLUE TENNIES Is pregnant
again . THIS TIME IT'S FOR
REAL. J.B.
GAIL? 1f you ar~ working , where
are you working? Blue Tennies.
UNCLE DAN- How Is life In West
Salem? Do you need a punch In
the tummy? Blue Tennies.

Relinion

WOMEN'S CLOTHING fro"m the
19208 to 1950s at the Nostalgia
Shop at Crossroads. (Next to
Carold ' s Ice Cream.)
FOR
SALE: 1971
SOC . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
motorcycle.
LooksKawaaakl
good; runs

great. $400.00, 251-3115.
FOR SALE: Hang Glider $170.00.
251-3115.
1975 HARELEY 250 dirt bike,
must sell, llke new. 253-4341.
LLOYDS
AM,
FM
Sterec
turntable and speakers cheap
253-4341 .
1974 MUSTANG II 4 cyl.
automatic, good clean condition
253-4341 .

034.

through Fridays and 6-8 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday. There
•.,__ _ _ _ _...;.....;::~;._•w
are discount prices Tuesday and
Lutheran Communion S.rvlcu, Thursday evening.
aponsored by the Lutheran
The Atwood Rental Center ,
Campus Ministry, are scheduled
backpacks ,
tor each Sunday evening at 6 p.m. featuring canoes,
th roughout
the
summer
at tents and stoves available for
student or group use, Is open
Newman Center.
from 10-11 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 6-8
.,_~,....;....;..;.;...;;..,;,,.;,;.;;;;.;.~.;:;.,::,:;_. 0.m. Tuesday and Thursday.
The Lurnlng RNource Center
will be closed all day Saturday
and Sunday, July 2 and 3. It wlll
be open Monday, July 4 from 2-1 O
p.m.
Continued from page 2

I

The followlng Jobs are available
through the Student Employment
Service (SES) this week:
Tire Repair Person, working on
tires and wheels from large
trucks, 8:30 a..m.-1 p.m. M-F.
2.35/hr.
•
SalN, 3 Jobs available, 1 selling
display products to retailers, 1
selling advertising, 1 selling
Insurance plans. See SES for
more Information.
Part-Um• work on a turkey
hatchery,
wages
negotiable,
every other weekend .
Ofllce work part time outside of
St. Cloud several Jobs available .

If you are Interested In any of
these openings stop by SES
located in Administrative Services
Building
Room
101
Mon-Thur .
11-4,
Fri.
2-4 .
Volunteers are also needed to
help us get more Jobs.

The ''llrialcfast
axperls"
118 Sixth Avenue South

wnter-perfonner
Electronic music will be the
focus of a workshop June 29,
conducted by Willard Van De
Bogart,
electroni~
music
composer and performer.
The workshop, sponsored
by the Atwood Board of
Governors, is scheduled for
1:30 in the Atwood Center
Theatre.
Van
De
Bogart,
an
instructor at the San Francisco
Art Institute,
has been
featured at various exhibitions
and installations throughout
the country and has also been
noted for published 'stories
related to his work in
electronic music.
lncluded among the form!
of equipment he will be using
during his performance will be
an electronic organ, systhesizer, 20-octave control system, reverberated microphone
system which colors the sound
of the voice and a four-channel
color organ.

be worth the trouble of
keeping on the air after the
Wednesday walk-out by the
staff.
"Students and St. Cloud
residents would miss KVSC if
it went off the air,'' Olson
said, ''because it fills a void in
the music spectrum. Our
KVSC budget
feelings are very serious about
this."
A 3 p.m. Thursday meeting
total equipment allocation to
has
been Sl-heduled · in the
$580 for the 1977 -78 budget.
The money will be used to Sauk Room of Atwood Center
purchase carts, cassettes to determin exactly what can
microphones, headphpnes and and will be done to settle the
cassette recorders , Olson said. matter. Graham, Olson, Rich
He added that the budget at Reeder, KVSC general manthe present time is adequate, ager and R. John DeSanto
but that there may be mass communications de:
partment chairperson are
problems with ii:.
•'KVSC can survive with the among those expected \.J
budget, but the quality will attend.
somewhat diminish," he said.
Olson stated the budget
problem indicates a lack of
support by Jdministration at
SCS. He added thlt"1le heard
from
one
administrative
recycle
source that the administration
might feel the station wouldn't

Mat. Sat. & Sun. 2:00

Now 7:15 & 9:30

EXORCIST II

THE HERETIC

Mat. Sat. & Sun . 2:00

Ci.nema Clr ts
''

1,ol

I

NOW AT DUSK
NOSEAMONSff.Jl

OFMVTIIOlll.£GOID
IS HALF SO DEADLY
ASONETHAT
ACf\lAU.V EXIS'ISI

TENJA{LI
-Plus-

The Food of the Gods
C'- - _, ~,(t
lOUlL

.'' !

:)1

North Village,
1 block west of
North Junior High
PH. 253-8245

NORTH & SOUTH

Building and equipment
designed with you In
mind. Complete with air
conditioning . We also ofter
Coln-op dry cleaning.

Now 2 locations to serve you.
■■ flUTY

SRLDN

adjoining both White Cloud laundries
Mon . thru Wed . 8:30-5
Thurs. & Fri. 8:30-7:30
Sat . 7:30-5

thetili- e

&

LAUffDRf

CHRNTILL Y

I

Comer of 9th Avenue
& 10th Street
PH. 251-9675

WHITE CLOUD

OPEN FROM
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
7 DAYS A WEEK

1

Mat. Sun. 2:00

•. t ',T 111

OPEN

0,,,, If N01111

Now 7:15 & 9:15

Worllshop features
el~ic music

For Appointment,
Call 252-8435
or 253-8148

-AndHouse By the Lake
-AndMassacre at Central High

,.
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by Chriss Filzen

HECB meets requests for aid;
close to $20 million granted

,

Atwood Center designs repainted
Two SCS 1tudant worker,, Mary Saumwebar [foreground] and Tricia
Mcltan, make de1lgn1 on Atwood Canter wall with • freah coat of
paint. The project 11 only one of many throughout the c1mpu1 which 11
being undertaken during the 1ummer months.

________________________

Theatre instructor
Continued from page 6

"I enjoy teaching," Delgado sa.id, "and I think that
even if I had enough income
from writing I would still want
to teach part of the time
simply because 1 enjoy young
people. I find them to be a
stimulation for me and what's
happening in the world as
well."
"Education per se never
hurt
anyone,"
Delgado .
stressed. "When I wrote
'Waiting for the Bus' I had
only had three years of
college. On the other hand, a
person who has a natural
aptitude for writing and the
determination to .persist until
there is some degree of
success, just such a person
can be benefited by as much
education as they can cram
in."
He is anxious to offer advice
to novice writers.
••Expose your elf to as wide
a range of human experiences
as you feel comfortable with.
Some experiences might be
tense situations. but that's
good." he said. "Plays are
made out of tension .''
·•A Little Holy Water,' '
another of Delgado's plays,
made its premier here at SCS
last October. Recently. Delgado has been exploring the
idea of having tt sent to
ttavanna, Cuba (the action is
centered around the Cuban
liberation movement of the
'30s) .as a cultural exchange
item. His idea was referred to
the Cuban Mission of ihe
United Nations and he is
hoping to hear from them
soon.
This summer, Delgado is
working on a short play and
two ideas for longer plays
which he admits have not be~n

developed much at this point.
"I find that when ideas are
over-explored in conversation
they don't get explored
thoroughly in writing," be
said.

1978-79.
Incentive Grant Program.
Scholarship winners were
The legislature appropiated
selected on the basis of high $21,239,033 for the programs
school rank converted to a for the 1977-78 school year. Of
percentile ranking with the this, $155,000 will go for
actual amount of the award grants to nursing students in a
based on financial need. Grant separate program.
winners were selected solely
The
legislature
approon the basis of fina,nci.al need. priated S21,239,033 for the
Awards ran,ge from a programs for the 1977-78
maximum of S1,100 to a school year. Of this, $155,000
minimum of S100 but cannot will go for grants to nursing
exceed one-half of a student's students in
a
separate
financial need. Under a program.
policy recommended by the
A record .of 41,000 students
Board and · adopted by the applied by the February 1
1977 Legislature, the com- priority deadline. Of the
bination of a state award and a students who applied but who
federal Basic Educational were not offered monetary
Opportunity Grant (BEOG) for awards, 3,086 did not show
which a student is entitled financial need in addition to
cannot meet more than 75 the 3,102 honorary award
percent of a student's need.
recipients. The rest did .not
Laird said that savings from meet
program
eligibility
the implementation of the 75 requirements or did not
percent state-federal combin- respond to requests for
ation policy was the reason additional data.
that the Board was able to
A total of 172 Minnesota
offer awards to all students
institutions
with financial need. Last year post-secondary
are
eligible
for
the
programs.
some 3,000 qualified applicants for state scholcirships They include the University of
and grants who demonstrated Minnesota, state universities,
need had to be denied awards community colleges, area
vocational-technical institutes,
due to insufficient funds.
Funds for the program come health professions schools, .
primarily from legislative private colleges and private
appropriations which
are schools.
supplemented with approxiRecyde this
mately S1 mijlion in federal
Chronicle
3,102 honorary scholarship funds from the State Student
winners, students who qualified on the basis of merit but
You have another right, you know.
who lacked financial need.
Second-year students will be
eUgible for the first time iI?.
More than 26,000 Minnesota residents are being offered
state scholarship and grant-inaid awards totaling over S19
million to help pay their
expenses for post-secondary
education this year, according
to David Laird, Higher
Education Coordinating Board
(HECB).
For the first time every
student v ,10 applied by the
priority dt ldline (February 1,
1977) ant.: ,10 demonstrated
financial need is being offered
an award, Laird said. The
average a,vard is S735.
Laird said that monetary
award notices have been sent
to 26,050 students under the
state scholarship and grant-inaid programs which are
administered by the HECB.
The awards total Sl9,156,590.
Last
year
approximately
21,000
students
received
awards.
The Board expects to fund
approximately 3,000 more
students later this ~u'mmer.
These students will include
late applicants anq others,who
have been requested to
provide additional information
by the Board.
Of the awa~ds, 15,048 went
to first year students, 13,668
went to renewal applicants
and 436 went to transfer
students. These totals include

This
Newspaper is
Needed for
Recycling
Save and bundle old newspapers

You have the right to know
about the people and services
available in your community
to help you with an unintended
pregnancy.

BIRTHRIGHT
A service for women
with distressful pregnancies.
Free pregnancy testing,
confidential help,
rap sessions Wednesday p.m.

253-4848

~Nl~DEUK

FREE ON CAMPUS DELIVERY

252-9300
Delivery starts
5 P.M.
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• SfAFOOD \

19 SOUTH 5th AVENUE

Submarines,
Spaghetti &
Sandwiches

OPEN 7 DAYS

11 A.M.

MUSIC PRODUCTIONS

rv1arshall

Tapco

Gallien Krueger

HiWatt
MXR
Shure

M..tsitronics
Communi1y Sound
Golleton Sound

We repair all makes of
guitars and PA amplifiers. Sound system and
guitar amplifier rentals
are available.

t-K)lJRS: Nt>n. thru Fri.
8:00 a. m. to noon 1 :00 to
5:00

917½ St. Germain
Suite 203

O:her Hours by
App:)intment

253~846

